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CHAPTER

ONE

GENERAL

1.1 High-Level Overview

Ontotext Metadata Studio (OMDS) is a horizontal, domain-neutral, manual annotation tool that enables
organizations in possession of various amount of unstructured content to utilize their own subject matter
experts in order to evaluate if their use case can be solved by any pre-existing text analysis service on
the market, and if not – to produce the foundational data to build their own NLP models.

This documentation is a comprehensive guide that explains every feature of the product, as well as how
to install, configure, and start using it.

Metadata Studio is natively built on top of GraphDB, thus having a GraphDB 9.11 and newer is a pre-
requisite.

If you need a quick overview of Metadata Studio or are interested in seeing it in action, please visit the
Metadata Studio product section on our website.

1.2 Credits & Licensing

Metadata Studio uses GraphDB as its database, Ontotext Platform for providing an API, and Keycloak
for access control.

Full dependencies and licensing information are available here.

1.3 Helpful Hints

Throughout the documentation, there are a number of helpful pieces of information that can give you
additional information, warn you, or save you time and unnecessary effort. Here is what to pay attention
to:

Hint: Hint badges give additional information you may find useful.

Tip: Tip badges are handy pieces of information.

Note: Notes are comments or references that may save you time and unnecessary effort.

Warning: Warnings are pieces of advice that turn your attention to things you should be cautious
about.
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CHAPTER

TWO

ARCHITECTURE & COMPONENTS

2.1 Goals

Metadata Studio is a tool that facilitates the process of creating gold standard corpora for text mining
tasks. Its main goal is to lower the cost of developing reference standards and evaluate the performance
of text mining algorithms based on them with well-established measures (Precision and recall, F-score,
Jaccard index).

The main design principles of Metadata Studio ordered by priority are as follows:

1. Self-service product supporting multiple upgrade paths and installation deployments, such as
standalone on-premise deployment, including over a pre-existing GraphDB instance or a cloud-
managed service access.

2. Reducing the cost of quality control for text analysis services.

3. Enterprise-ready.

Check the impact mapping table to see all epics and how they map to the strategic goals.

2.2 System Context

The wider context of Metadata Studio and its ecosystem look as follows:

2.3 Containers

Metadata Studio is composed of four main containers - Metadata Studio UI Client, Metadata Studio
Backend, GraphDB, and a component providing OAuth2 implementation for handling the Metadata Stu-
dio security.

The Metadata Studio Backend steps on top of the Ontotext Platform to provide a GraphQL interface to
the Metadata Studio domain objects from the GraphDB Knowledge Base. The Metadata Studio UI uses
the GraphQL endpoint to fetch the data to be visualized and to apply mutations over the existing data
based on the user actions.

• UI Client

• Backend

• GraphDB

• Security
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2.3.1 UI Client

The Metadata Studio UI is an Angular application running in an Nginx server inside a Docker container.

The UI Service consists of the following components:

External interfaces

Metadata Studio integrates with an external OAuth2 service access control. By default, Metadata Studio
runs with Keycloak, as described in the Security section. It relies on the following endpoints:

• authorization endpoint: the URL to redirect to in case no user is currently logged in. The re-
quest returns a temporary access code that is later on traded for a JWT token. For the Keycloak
integration, this is set to http://{omds-oauth-url}/auth/realms/metadata-studio/
protocol/openid-connect/auth.

• token retrieval endpoint: the URL to retrieve a JWT access token from based on the access code
received from the authorization. For the Keycloak integration, this is set to http://{omds-
oauth-url}/auth/realms/metadata-studio/protocol/openid-connect/token.

• logout endpoint: the URL to redirect to for ending a user session when logout is requested. For the
Keycloak integration, this is set to http://{omds-oauth-url}/auth/realms/metadata-
studio/protocol/openid-connect/logout.

Internal interfaces

For the implementation of all functional services, the Metadata Studio UI client integrates with the
GraphQL endpoint (/graphql) exposed by the Metadata Studio backend.

Each of these services corresponds to a specific view in the Metadata Studio interface.

2.3.2 Backend

The Metadata Studio Backend is a Java Spring Boot application deployed in Tomcat and running in a
Docker container. It is easily extensible as it is based on the Ontotext Platform Semantic Objects in
order to provide a GraphQL endpoint based on a Metadata Studio schema.

An initial base SOML schema is loaded by default in Metadata Studio that can be overridden on demand.
Additionally, the schema can be changed through GraphQL mutations.

Interface

The interface of the Metadata Studio Backend matches that of the Semantic Objects. The SOML end-
point is used to manage the schemas, and the GraphQL endpoint is used to access or modify the
Metadata Studio objects.

SOML endpoint

The /soml endpoint gives access to the Metadata Studio schema. It is described in detail in the Schema
Management section of the Semantic Objects.

It is important that the schema that you send as a request body to the POST and PUT requests satisfies
certain restrictions. Check out the Metadata Studio schema section for specifics of the schema.

See a configuration example of a schema request body customized for our Knowledge Net use case,
which defines a specific simple document class and a Person inline annotation class that links toWikidata
people concepts.
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GraphQL endpoint

The Metadata Studio Backend exposes a /graphql endpoint that handles the requests based on a
GraphQL schema which is dynamically adapted to incoming mutations applied over the base SOML
schema.

The /graphql endpoint satisfies the standard GraphQL specification.

See sample GraphQL queries for Document annotations and Inline annotations that fetch Metadata
Studio objects.

Troubleshooting endpoints

The following endpoints, grouped into a Troubleshooting Controller, provide system and health informa-
tion:

Health

The /__health endpoint returns an aggregation of all registered health check with a detailed descrip-
tion of each health check’s purpose, impact on the service, severity, and link to troubleshooting instruc-
tions. It returns JSON data summarizing the current health status of the application. The status code is
200 unless the /__health endpoint itself is in error.

Verb URL template Mime Type Supported Status
Codes

GET /__health : application/json 200

cURL request

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 'http://{host}:{port}/{context}/__
↪→health'

Healthy response

The response JSON includes a status for each registered health check as well as an aggregated status
field:

{
"status": "OK",
"healthChecks": [

{
"status": "OK",
"id": "1200",
"name": "SPARQL checks",
"type": "sparql",
"impact": "SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable␣

↪→and populated with data.",
"troubleshooting": "http://omds-service:8080/__trouble",
"description": "SPARQL Endpoint checks.",
"message": "SPARQL Endpoint operating normally, writable␣

↪→and populated with data."
},
{

"status": "OK",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"id": "1300",
"name": "SOML checks",
"type": "soml",
"impact": "SOML bound, service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://omds-service:8080/__trouble",
"description": "SOML checks.",
"message": "SOML bound, service operating normally."

},
{

"status": "OK",
"id": "1350",
"name": "SOML RBAC checks",
"type": "soml-rbac",
"impact": "SOML RBAC schema is created, service operating␣

↪→normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://omds-service:8080/__trouble",
"description": "SOML RBAC checks.",
"message": "SOML RBAC schema is created, service operating␣

↪→normally."
},
{

"status": "OK",
"id": "1400",
"name": "Query service",
"type": "queryService",
"impact": "Query service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://omds-service:8080/__trouble",
"description": "Query service checks.",
"message": "Query service operating normally."

},
{

"status": "OK",
"id": "1500",
"name": "Mutations service",
"type": "mutationService",
"impact": "Mutation service operating normally.",
"troubleshooting": "http://omds-service:8080/__trouble",
"description": "Mutation service checks.",
"message": "Mutation service operating normally."

}
]

}

The status can have two values:

• OK - all health checks are passing

• ERROR - any of the health checks are failing

Good-to-go

The /__gtg endpoint is based on the health check status results. One or more errors imply that the
service is not good to go. The endpoint emits a 200 OK response if the application is considered healthy,
and 503 Service Unavailable if it is unhealthy.

This endpoint is intended for making routing decisions and for providing DevOps engineers with simple
access to service availability.

Verb URL template Mime Type Supported Status
Codes

GET /__gtg : application/json 200, 503

6 Chapter 2. Architecture & Components
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cURL request

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 'http://{host}:{port}/{context}/__
↪→gtg'

Response

The response includes a status for all of the service’s dependencies. If all the checks have passed
successfully, you will get the following response with status code 200:

{
"gtg": "OK"

}

If there is an error in some of the checks returned by the /__health endpoint, the following response
with status code 503 is returned:

{
"gtg": "UNAVAILABLE"

}

About

The /__about endpoint returns JSON data describing the application, providing links to all relevant
supporting operational documentation resources. It includes the running version and the build date.

cURL request

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json' 'http://{host}:{port}/{context}/__
↪→about'

Response

{
"buildDate": "2022-08-03T10:13:25.446Z",
"description": "The Ontotext Platform is a GraphQL interface for␣

↪→interacting with RDF data. It is used to expose your information in a more human-
↪→readable fashion.",

"version": "3.0.0-SNAPSHOT",
"documentation": "http://platform.ontotext.com/"

}

2.3. Containers 7
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Troubleshooting documentation

The /__trouble endpoint renders the trouble.md document of the service.

Verb URL template Mime Type Supported Status
Codes

GET /__trouble : application/json 200

cURL request

curl -X GET 'http://{host}:{port}/{context}/__trouble'

Schema

The model of the objects with which Metadata Studio is defined in a schema. The Metadata Studio
schema is divided into two parts:

• Base definition of the Metadata Studio classes: This is a fixed description of the Metadata Studio
objects that the UI strongly depends on. In addition, it defines base RBAC user roles, which can
be extended on demand. The up-to-date schema is defined in the source code and it is highly
recommended to leave this part of the schema as is.

Currently, the base schema contains the definitions of the following classes:

• Users and roles

• Projects

• Corpora

• Documents

• Annotations

• Concepts

• SavedReports

• Annotation Services

• Project-specific extension of the SOML classes: Using Ontotext Platform inheritance, it defines
the domain-specific non-abstract Document, Annotation, and Concept classes with which the user
would like to work in Metadata Studio. This is supported for the following abstract classes:

– Documents

– Annotations (both Inline and Document annotations)

– Concepts

In addition, custom extensions of the schema are applied during the instantiation of Metadata Studio to
handle Corpus annotation with text mining API services, Quality evaluation reports, and Corpus Labels
and Concepts reports. The restrictions defined in the schema are also translated into SHACL constraints
to guarantee the integrity of the data.

8 Chapter 2. Architecture & Components
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Annotate corpus with text mining API services

The Gold Standard creation is a process that facilitates the development of text mining API services
for solving specific NLP tasks. Metadata Studio provides the capability to connect to a third-party TA
service over HTTP/HTTPS, to process the documents in a corpus through that service, and to enable
the inspection of the produced annotations as a result. It enables you to evaluate the quality of the
produced annotations or use the generated annotations as a bootstrap for the annotation process.

The connection with the TA service is handled by GraphDB’s Text Mining plugin. The annotation service
is registered by a Metadata Studio administrator user through a GraphQL mutation sent to the Metadata
Studio/GraphQL endpoint.

The mutation registers the annotation service with:

• a specific text mining plugin SPARQL registration query

• a specific SPARQL annotation query

The AnnotationService object has a label and a serviceId. The label controls the label with which
the annotationService will be visualized in the UI under the Annotation services drop-down.

All registered annotation services are listed under the Annotate corpus drop-down.

Registration query

The registration query is a query that instantiates the GraphDB Text Mining plugin. It specifies the URL
to the text mining service, the headers that must be sent during annotation requests, and any specific
transformations that should be applied over the annotation response.

For more information, see this example registration query.

Annotation query

Upon selection of a specific annotation service for a particular corpus, the Metadata Studio backend
splits the documents from the corpus into batches of ten documents. It then sends the documents from
each batch to the text mining API service to generate annotations for these documents.

The annotation query defines how the documents should be sent for annotation and how the response
should be stored in GraphDB. It is entirely configurable by the user, which makes this process compatible
with any third-party services accessible through HTTP, which produce annotations with text position
offsets.

For more information, see this example annotation query.

Evaluation reports

An information extraction algorithm development is an heuristic task based on trial and error. The user
engineer starts with an assumption and tries to refine it with many small iterations, leaving only positive
changes. The Evaluation Reports are a core Metadata Studio functionality measuring an algorithm’s
performance (correctness) by comparing the annotations created by a manual annotator (ground truth
annotation set) to those produced by the text mining API algorithm (evaluation annotation set). Ulti-
mately, it should present all True Positive (correct), False Positive (spurious), False Negative (missed
results), and True Negative (correctly skipped) matches.

To support maximum use cases, the evaluation is organized around a sequence of three independent
functions:

Report = Aggregate(Match(Select(Annotation)))

where:

2.3. Containers 9
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Select

The select function determines what documents and annotations should be included in the report. It
also includes any annotations metadata features that are required to compare the annotations from the
base and target annotation set.

Document filters

By default, reports are executed against all documents in the corpus. In addition, Metadata Studio
supports the following document filters:

• document type: if my corpus contains different types of documents, I should be able to include any
subset of these document types in my report.

• document field: I should be able to include only documents that have specific value for a specific
document field. This allows creating a report for a specific document or from a specific source.

Annotation filters

The annotation filters determine which annotations will be evaluated in the report. The annotations
are first filtered based on their source (creator). The user chooses a “ground truth” source, which is
considered as the base source, and an “evaluation” source. The annotations are then grouped by their
annotation type. Multiple annotation types can be included in a report. The report’s calculation should
produce separate evaluation measures per annotation type.

Equation

The equation function determines when two annotations are considered the same. An optional set of
fields can be chosen for consideration during this comparison for each annotation type. The application
supports two modes of comparison:

• Strict: requires that all the annotation type, features, and offsets strictly match.

• Weak: requires that the annotation type and features strictly match, but the offsets of the base
annotation and the target annotation can overlap.

Aggregation

During aggregation, the following definitions are satisfied:

Let D be the set of all documents in a given corpus. Then for a given document t�D, we define the
following:

• Correct/True Positive (TPt): the number of matching annotations between the ground truth and
the predictions for the document t.

• Spurious/False Positive (FPt): the number of annotations predicted by an annotator that do not
match an annotation in the ground truth for the document t.

• Missing/False Negative (FNt): the number of annotations in the ground truth that do not match an
annotation predicted by an annotator for the document t.

The Aggregation function combines the ratios between the TP, FP, and FN as a single comparable
number. The popular measures for the performance of an information extraction algorithm are:

Precisiont =
TPt

TPt + FPt

Recallt =
TPt

TPt + FNt

10 Chapter 2. Architecture & Components
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F1.0t =
2× Precisiont ×Recallt
Precisiont +Recallt

Further, there are two different ways of aggregating these measures for the whole corpus:

• Micro (default): when all annotations from all documents are grouped together and later calculated.

• Macro: when the precision and recall of each document is calculated independently and then the
final number is average.

Macro_Precision =

∑
t∈D Precisiont

|D|

Macro_Recall =

∑
t∈D Recallt

|D|

Macro_F1.0 =
2×Macro_Precision ∗Macro_Recall

Macro_Precision+Macro_Recall

Micro_Precision =

∑
t∈D TPt∑

t∈D(TPt + FPt)

Micro_Recall =

∑
t∈D TPt∑

t∈D(TPt + FNt)

Micro_F1.0 =
2×Micro_Precision×Micro_Recall

Micro_Precision+Micro_Recall

Labels and Concepts report

It is important to ensure that the evaluation measures are representative of the quality of the text mining
API algorithm in general.

The Labels and Concepts report enables you to assess if the corpus is а good representative sample
for the variety of the content on which the text mining API will be applied, as well as for the coverage of
the different annotation types and concepts from the reference taxonomy. It provides a deep-dive view
into the content of the corpus and the generated annotations, and reveals the most frequent labels and
concepts linked in the corpus grouped by type and source.

In addition, the report gives an overview of the most frequently co-occurring labels and concepts, which
helps you to get to know the content better and to potentially discover trends and links between the
reference data concepts.

Moreover, it is useful for detecting deviations and gaps in the corpus coverage and inconsistencies in
the annotations.

2.3.3 GraphDB

Metadata Studio keeps its data and state in GraphDB, which has the following advantages:

• out-of-the-box integration of the data with the Ontotext Platform GraphQL interface;

• closeness to reference data, which enables unified access to the data during annotation as well
as analyzing the impact of reference data changes over the gold standard corpus;

• making use of the GraphDB Text Mining plugin and Connectors;

• easy administration thanks to the straightforward setup, backup, and restore.

The following diagram presents how the data is distributed across the GraphDB repositories:

where the Reference data can also be accessed via federation from an external SPARQL endpoint.

2.3. Containers 11
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2.3.4 Security

The following diagram presents the Metadata Studio security model:

Metadata Studio Security

Access to Metadata Studio is granted through users with corresponding roles. Metadata Studio is bun-
dled by default with Keycloak, which supports OpenID Connect, but it can also be integrated with any
other service providing OAuth2 interface.

As explained in the Metadata Studio UI Client External interfaces section, the OAuth2 service must
provide the described interfaces for authorizing, token access, and logout.

The OAuth2 service must be accessible through HTTP/HTTPS to the Metadata Studio UI Client. Meta-
data Studio assumes that users have already been set up and are available through the OAuth2 service.

Each Metadata Studio user must have a corresponding role assigned. The role defines what resources
and actions are available for the user. The roles are described as part of the Metadata Studio schema.
Currently, the application supports the following roles:

• Default: grants all actions on all objects and their properties to a user with that role.

• Curator: grants read access to all resources as well as ability to create annotations for existing
documents.

• Admin: grants all actions on all objects and their properties to a user with that role.

• SchemaRBACAdmin: allows the user to modify the SOML schema.

New roles can be added and modified by a user with role SchemaRBACAdmin. For more information
on the syntax of the RBAC schema, see the official Ontotext Platform Semantic Objects documentation.

GraphDB Security

Metadata Studio supports communication with a GraphDB server that is secured with a username and
password. The GraphDB user must have ROLE_REPO_MANAGER rights, which allow read and write
access to the data. For more information, see the GraphDB access control documentation.

2.4 Data Model

The main objects in the Metadata Studio world are:

• Users: To access Metadata Studio, you need to be authorized as a Metadata Studio user. Each
user has a specific role that determines what actions they can execute in Metadata Studio.

• Projects: A higher-level abstraction that comprises multiple corpora (for example “Training
datasets” and “Evaluation datasets”). Currently, all projects use the same annotation set.

• Corpora: A named group of documents meant to be maintained and used together (e.g., “2022
Training dataset” or “Organizations Evaluation dataset”).

• Documents: The documents you would like to annotate.

• Annotations: What annotations you would like to assign to your documents (e.g., Person annota-
tions, Organization annotations, PersonCEOOrganization relation annotation, etc.). Annotations
can be either Document annotations (such that apply to the whole content of the document) or
Inline annotations (such that apply to a specific subset of the document).

• Concepts: In case you would like to perform entity linking to concepts from your knowledge base,
these are the specific concept classes that your annotations point to (e.g., Person, Organization).

• SavedReports: The statistics or evaluation reports that you can create and save for a corpus.

12 Chapter 2. Architecture & Components
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• Annotation Services: A set of third-party text mining API services that can be used to produce
annotations. These can then be measured against the Gold Standard annotations to evaluate the
quality of the text mining API service, or can be used as a bootstrap for the annotation process.

The following depict the base RDF model of Metadata Studio:

• TimeSensitive classes:

• NamedEntity classes:

2.4.1 Document model

Currently, Metadata Studio supports plain text content of the documents. The topic is discussed in-depth
in the Metadata Studio 3.0 document and annotation formats.

Using plain text document content allows for modeling inline annotations using text position offsets. This
enables out-of-the-box integration with the GraphDB Text Mining plugin model and with most of the well-
established text mining API services - Ontotext’s CES, spaCy, Google NLP, Amazon Comprehend, IBM
Watson, and others.

Metadata Studio supports creating custom document models with custom fields by extending the built-in
Document class.

2.4.2 Annotations model

Metadata Studio supports two types of annotations over documents - Inline annotations, which are bound
to a specific subset of the text defined through start and end positional offsets, and Document annota-
tions, which are applied to the whole document.

Each annotation can be either one of:

• a simple annotation with one or multiple literals or concepts

• a composite annotation pointing to other annotations – for example, a relation annotation of type
EmployeeOf that points to the person and organization annotations of the employee and the
employer. This flexible model provides compatibility with multiple use cases and ability to define
rich and complex models out of the box.

By default, Metadata Studio starts without predefined annotation classes. The user must extend the
Metadata Studio schema with their domain-specific annotation classes.

Each custom annotation class must extend one of the base annotation classes – either DocumentAn-
notation (assigned as document tags) or InlineAnnotation (assigned to a specific substring of
the document).

Besides the properties inherited from the base annotation class, each custom annotation can have
custom properties. Each property must be defined with its property characteristics. A subset of the
property characteristics supported by the Ontotext Platform Semantic Objects as well as a new property
characteristic called meta, are also supported in Metadata Studio. See more about them here.

2.4. Data Model 13
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CHAPTER

THREE

INSTALLATION

3.1 Prerequisites

To install Ontotext Metadata Studio, you will need the following tools and files:

• Obtain a license file for GraphDB 9.11.x Enterprise Edition.

• Obtain a license file for Ontotext Metadata Studio.

• Install helm.

• Install kubectl.

3.2 Kubernetes cluster

Currently, the only supported installation method for Metadata Studio is to install it inside a Kubernetes
cluster using the official Helm charts.

Before continuing with the installation, you will need access to a functional Kubernetes cluster. Also, in
order to be able to access the web application, an Ingress controller needs to be deployed.

3.2.1 Local cluster

There are a number of tools that enable you to create a local Kubernetes cluster. In this guide, the
cluster will be created with kind.

To create a new cluster with kind:

1. First, create a single-node cluster. Note that since the node is running inside a Docker container,
the extraPortMappings section is required to map the container ports to the host in order to
able to access the Ingress controller.

cat <<EOF | kind create cluster --config=-
kind: Cluster
apiVersion: kind.x-k8s.io/v1alpha4
nodes:
- role: control-plane

kubeadmConfigPatches:
- |

kind: InitConfiguration
nodeRegistration:

kubeletExtraArgs:
node-labels: "ingress-ready=true"

extraPortMappings:
- containerPort: 80

hostPort: 80
(continues on next page)

15
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(continued from previous page)

protocol: TCP
- containerPort: 443

hostPort: 443
protocol: TCP

EOF

2. Deploy the Nginx Ingress controller.

kubectl apply --filename https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kubernetes/
↪→ingress-nginx/main/deploy/static/provider/kind/deploy.yaml

3.2.2 Licenses

Ontotext Metadata Studio and GraphDB Enterprise Edition require a license to function. These should
be provided as secrets in the cluster before installing.

To create the secrets, execute the following commands:

kubectl create secret generic metadata-studio-license \
--from-file metadata-studio.license=/path/to/metadata-studio.license

kubectl create secret generic graphdb-license \
--from-file graphdb.license=/path/to/graphdb-ee.license

3.3 Installation with Helm

Once you have a running Kubernetes cluster , you can install Metadata Studio using Helm.

1. To download the Helm chart, you need to add the Ontotext Helm chart repository:

helm repo add ontotext http://maven.ontotext.com/repository/helm-
↪→public/

2. After that, the Helm chart can be installed using the following command:

helm upgrade --install --timeout 10m metadata-studio ontotext/
↪→metadata-studio

Once all pods are ready and the jobs are completed, the Metadata Studio web application can be ac-
cessed at http://omds.127.0.0.1.nip.io. To change the host on which the application can be accessed,
see the Additional configuration section.

3.4 Additional configuration

3.4.1 Changing the Ingress host

By default, the address on the application will be http://omds.127.0.0.1.nip.io. This is suitable for local
previews, but not for production.

To deploy the application on a different domain, certain configuration properties need to be changed:

1. Create a file called values.overrides.yaml.

2. Considering that Metadata Studio needs to be accessible at http://metadata-studio.example.com,
place the following content in the file:
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ingress:
host: metadata-studio.example.com

graphdb:
deployment:

host: metadata-studio.example.com

web:
configuration:

OMDS_OAUTH_REDIRECT_URI: http://metadata-studio.example.com/
↪→oauth

OMDS_AUTHORIZATION_ENDPOINT: http://metadata-studio.example.
↪→com/auth/realms/metadata-studio/protocol/openid-connect/auth

OMDS_TOKEN_ENDPOINT: http://metadata-studio.example.com/auth/
↪→realms/metadata-studio/protocol/openid-connect/token

OMDS_END_SESSION_ENDPOINT: http://metadata-studio.example.com/
↪→auth/realms/metadata-studio/protocol/openid-connect/logout

keycloak:
realm:

rootUrl: http://metadata-studio.example.com

3. Now, Ontotext Metadata Studio can be installed with the following command:

helm upgrade --install --timeout 15m --values /path/to/values.
↪→overrides.yaml metadata-studio ontotext/metadata-studio

3.4.2 Configuring Tagging service API key

The Ontotext Tagging service requires an API to function. To provide the key, include it in the values.
overrides.yaml file:

service:
configurationSecret:

tag.api.key: my-tag-api-key

3.4. Additional configuration 17
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CHAPTER

FOUR

CONFIGURATION

The following section describes how Metadata Studio can be configured with custom data and schema
for a particular use case. It is to be used by users who integrate Metadata Studio in their specific projects
and environments.

Note: This documentation does not attempt to describe deployment specifics. See here for deployment
instructions.

4.1 Introduction

As described in more detail in the application’s data model, the main objects in the Metadata Studio are:

• Users

• Projects

• Corpora

• Documents

• Annotations

• Concepts

• SavedReports

• Annotation Services

Metadata Studio configurations are kept in GraphDB. The configuration is split into two segments:

• The model of the configuration data #classes-model - defines the classes with which Metadata
Studio works. It is described as a SOML schema.

• The concrete objects in a Metadata Studio installation - based on the defined schema model,
objects can be created either through RDF or by applying runtime create objects mutations.

By default, no Annotation services are configured, so if you want to use third-party text mining API
services, you would need to configure them as well.

The following is a configuration example of a schema request body customized for our Knowledge Net
use case, which defines a specific simple document class and a Person inline annotation class that links
to Wikidata people concepts. It comprises two segments:

• the default SOML schema

Important: This part of the schema is identical for all Metadata Studio projects. It is
not recommended to modify it in any way.
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id: /soml/knowledge-net
label: MANT vocabulary
created: 2021-08-13
versionInfo: 1.0
config: {lang: "ALL:en,NONE", implicit: "en", enable_mutations: true,␣
↪→disabledChecks: "rangeCheck"}

prefixes:
# common prefixes
so: "http://www.ontotext.com/semantic-object/"
dct: "http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
gn: "http://www.geonames.org/ontology#"
owl: "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
puml: "http://plantuml.com/ontology#"
rdf: "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
rdfs: "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
skos: "http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#"
void: "http://rdfs.org/ns/void#"
wgs84: "http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"
xsd: "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"

sys: "http://ontotext.com/soml/"
omds: "http://www.ontotext.com/metadatastudio#"
usr: "http://www.ontotext.com/metadatastudio/user/"
wd: "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/"
wdt: "http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/"
inst: "http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/elasticsearch/instance#"
elastic: "http://www.ontotext.com/connectors/elasticsearch#"

specialPrefixes:
base_iri: http://knowledge.net/
vocab_iri: http://knowledge.net/

properties:
metadata: {range: Metadata, max: inf, rdfProp: omds:metadata}
updateable: {range: boolean, min: 0, max: 1, rdfProp:␣

↪→omds:updateable}
label: {rdfProp: rdfs:label, min: 1}
status: {range: string, max: 1, rdfProp: omds:status, descr: "The␣

↪→object status, like ACTIVE or ARCHIVED etc."}

objects:
### SOML Extension ###

sys:SomlExtension:
kind: abstract
descr: "Base class for SOML Extension classes"
props:

sys:somlId: {descr: "ID of the SOML for which the Object is␣
↪→created"}

sys:SpecialPrefixes:
inherits: sys:SomlExtension
descr: "Special prefixes (namespaces)"
props:

sys:baseIri: {descr: "Base IRI for data (resources), used␣
↪→in SOML characteristics such as type and prefix"}

sys:vocabIri: {descr: "Default namespace for vocabulary␣
↪→(ontology) terms, i.e. object and prop names"}

sys:Prefix:
inherits: sys:SomlExtension

(continues on next page)
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descr: "Known prefix (namespace)"
props:

sys:id: {min: 1, descr: "Namespace prefix"}
sys:iri: {min: 1, descr: "Namespace IRI"}

sys:ObjectClass:
kind: abstract
inherits: sys:SomlExtension
descr: "Base class for extending SOML with new Objects"
pattern: "${sys_inherits.lowerCase()}/${sys_id.lowerCase()}"
props:

sys:id: {min: 1, descr: "ID of the Object in the SOML"}
sys:kind: {descr: "Abstract or not", valuesIn: ["abstract",

↪→"object"]}
sys:inherits: {descr: "Class to inherit from"}
sys:descr: {descr: "Description or clarification"}
sys:type: {max: inf, descr: "Array of type value IRIs␣

↪→(prefixed, relative, or absolute)"}
sys:typeProp: {descr: "Property that determines the␣

↪→business type"}
sys:sparqlFederatedService: {descr: "The ID of a SPARQL␣

↪→Federation Service"}
sys:props: {range: sys:Property, max: inf, descr: "Array of␣

↪→Properties of the Object"}

sys:Property:
inherits: sys:SomlExtension
descr: "Class representing a Property for SOML Extension"
props:

sys:id: {min: 1, descr: "ID of the Property in the SOML"}
sys:descr: {descr: "Description or clarification"}
sys:rdfProp: {descr: "RDF property name (if not allowed in␣

↪→GraphQL or hard to read) or SPARQL Template"}
sys:range: {descr: "Datatype or SOML object type"}
sys:min: {range: int, descr: "Minimum number of values,␣

↪→integer (mutations)"}
sys:max: {descr: "Maximum number of values, integer. inf␣

↪→means unlimited (mutations)"}
sys:restrictive: {range: boolean, descr: "Controls the␣

↪→SPARQL generation. Properties set as true would not generate␣
↪→OPTIONAL"}

sys:meta: {range: sys:Meta, max: inf, descr: "Adds an␣
↪→additional meta directive in the GraphQL schema for the given␣
↪→property"}

sys:Meta:
descr: "Metadata for a given SOML Object/Property"
props:

sys:key: {min: 1, descr: "Key of the data"}
sys:values: {min: 1, descr: "Value of the data"}

### Metadata Studio System ###

Object:
kind: abstract
props:

id:
label: "ID"
range: iri
min: 1
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 0}, form:

↪→{visible: true, editable: false, order: 0}} (continues on next page)
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type:
range: iri
max: inf
meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣

↪→false}}

NamedEntity:
kind: abstract
props:

id:
label:
annotationContext: {inverseAlias: createdBy, range:␣

↪→Annotation, rangeCheck: false}

User:
type: omds:User
inherits: NamedEntity
pattern: "usr:${username}"
props:

# OMDS expects properties with names 'username' where the␣
↪→user's username would go

# and also a 'label' where if configured the user display␣
↪→name will go

label: {readOnly: true}
username: {readOnly: true, rdfProp: omds:username}
fullName: {readOnly: true, rdfProp: omds:fullName}
email: {readOnly: true, rdfProp: omds:email}
avatar: {rdfProp: omds:avatar}
settings: {rdfProp: omds:settings}

Timesensitive:
kind: abstract
props:

metadata: {meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

createdAt:
label: "Created at"
range: dateTime
min: 1
max: 1
rdfProp: omds:createdAt
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 5}, form:

↪→{visible: true, editable: false, order: 5}}
createdBy:

label: "Created by"
range: NamedEntity
min: 1
max: 1
rdfProp: omds:createdBy
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 6}, form:

↪→{visible: true, editable: false, order: 6}}
modifiedAt:

label: "Modified at"
range: dateTime
min: 0
max: 1
rdfProp: omds:modifiedAt
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 7}, form:

↪→{visible: true, editable: false, order: 7}}
modifiedBy:

label: "Modified by"
(continues on next page)
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range: NamedEntity
min: 0
max: 1
rdfProp: omds:modifiedBy
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 8}, form:

↪→{visible: true, editable: false, order: 8}}

SavedReport:
inherits: Timesensitive
type: omds:SavedReport
props:

corpusId:
label:
reportType:

label: "The report type"
data:

label: "Holds report generated data as serialized JSON
↪→"

config:
label: "Holds configuration used during report␣

↪→generation"

Project:
inherits: Timesensitive
type: omds:Project
props:

label: {label: "Label", meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 1}, form: {visible: true}}}

status: {label: "Status", meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 2}, form: {visible: true}}}

metadata: {meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

corpus: {range: Corpus, max: inf, rdfProp: omds:corpus,␣
↪→meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}}

logo: {range: iri, rdfProp: omds:logo, meta: {search:
↪→{visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}}

Corpus:
inherits: Timesensitive
type: omds:Corpus
props:

label: {label: "Label", meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 1}, form: {visible: true}}}

status: {label: "Status", meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 2}, form: {visible: true}}}

metadata: {meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

allowedUsers: {max: inf, rdfProp: omds:allowedUsers, meta:
↪→{search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}}

document: {range: Document, max: inf, rdfProp:␣
↪→omds:document, meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

documentCount:
label: "Documents count"
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 10}, form:

↪→{visible: false}}
range: int
max: 1
rdfProp: |

select ?_subject (count(?documentId) as ?_value)␣
↪→where {

(continues on next page)
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?_subject omds:document ?documentId.
} group by ?_subject VALUES ?_subject {}

project: {range: Project, inverseAlias: corpus, meta:
↪→{search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}}

Document:
inherits: Timesensitive
kind: abstract
props:

label: {label: "Label", min: 0, range: stringOrLangString,␣
↪→meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 1}, form: {visible: true,␣
↪→editable: true}}}

metadata: {meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

text: {label: "Text", min: 1, max: 1, rdfProp: omds:text,␣
↪→meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: true, editable:␣
↪→true}}}

annotations: {range: Annotation, max: inf, rdfProp:␣
↪→omds:annotations, meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

annotationsCount:
label: "Annotations count"
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 10}, form:

↪→{visible: false}}
range: int
max: 1
rdfProp: |

select ?_subject (count(?annotationId) as ?_value)␣
↪→where {

?_subject omds:annotations ?annotationId.
} group by ?_subject VALUES ?_subject {}

annotationsModifiedAt:
label: "Annotations modified at"
meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 11}, form:

↪→{visible: false}}
range: dateTime
max: 1
rdfProp: |

select ?_subject (?lastModified as ?_value)
where {

?_subject omds:annotations ?annotationId.
?annotationId omds:createdAt|omds:modifiedAt ?

↪→lastModified .
} order by DESC (?lastModified) limit 1 VALUES ?_

↪→subject { }
corpus: {range: Corpus, inverseAlias: document, meta:

↪→{search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}}

Metadata:
type: omds:Metadata
props:

field: {min: 1, max: 1, rdfProp: omds:field}
values: {max: inf, range: string, rdfProp: omds:values}

AnnotationService:
inherits: NamedEntity
type: omds:AnnotationService
props:

label:
serviceId: {min: 1}
annotationQuery: {rdfProp: omds:annotationQuery, min: 1,␣

↪→max: 1} (continues on next page)
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registrationQuery: {rdfProp: omds:registrationQuery, min: 1,
↪→ max: 1}

metadata: {meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

createdAt: {label: "Created at", range: dateTime, min: 1,␣
↪→max: 1, rdfProp: omds:createdAt, meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 5}, form: {visible: true, order: 5}}}

createdBy: {label: "Created by", range: iri, min: 1, max: 1,
↪→ rdfProp: omds:createdBy, meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 6},␣
↪→form: {visible: true, order: 6}}}

modifiedAt: {label: "Modified at", range: dateTime, min: 0,␣
↪→max: 1, rdfProp: omds:modifiedAt, meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 7}, form: {visible: true, order: 7}}}

modifiedBy: {label: "Modified by", range: iri, min: 0, max:␣
↪→1, rdfProp: omds:modifiedBy, meta: {search: {visible: true, order:␣
↪→8}, form: {visible: true, order: 8}}}

Concept:
kind: abstract
name: label
props:

label: {label: "Label", max: inf, range: stringOrLangString,
↪→ meta: {search: {visible: true, order: 1}, form: {visible: true,␣
↪→order: 1}}}

metadata: {meta: {preview: {fields: ["label"]}, search:
↪→{visible: false}, form: {visible: false, editable: false}}}

Annotation:
kind: abstract
inherits: Timesensitive
props:

name: {label: "Name", meta: {search: {visible: true,␣
↪→editable: false, order: 1}, form: {visible: false, editable: false}}
↪→}

type: {meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣
↪→false}}}

document: {range: Document, inverseAlias: annotations,␣
↪→meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}}

InlineAnnotation:
kind: abstract
inherits: Annotation
props:

annotationStart: {label: "Annotation start", range: int,␣
↪→rdfProp: omds:annotationStart, meta: {search: {visible: true},␣
↪→form: {visible: true, order: 2}}}

annotationEnd: {label: "Annotation end", range: int,␣
↪→rdfProp: omds:annotationEnd, meta: {search: {visible: true}, form:
↪→{visible: true, order: 3}}}

key:
meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣

↪→false}}
max: inf
rdfProp: |

?_subject ^omds:annotations/omds:text ?text ;
omds:annotationStart ?start ;
omds:annotationEnd ?end .

bind (SUBSTR(?text, ?start + 1, ?end - ?start) as ?_
↪→value)

snippet:
meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible:␣

↪→false}} (continues on next page)
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max: inf
rdfProp: |

?_subject ^omds:annotations/omds:text ?text ;
omds:annotationStart ?start ;
omds:annotationEnd ?end .

bind (<http://www.ontotext.com/js#getSnippet>(?text,
↪→ ?start, ?end) as ?_value)

DocumentAnnotation:
kind: abstract
inherits: Annotation
props:

metadata: { meta: {preview: {fields: ["id", "wikidata.label
↪→", "wikidata.id"]}, search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false,
↪→ editable: false}} }

• project-specific definitions: also a required part of the schema, but customized for the respective
project

SimpleDocument:
inherits: Document
type: omds:Document

Person:
inherits: Concept
sparqlFederatedService: wikidata
typeProp: generatedType
type: wd:Q5
props:
generatedType: {rdfProp: "wdt:P31", meta: {search: {visible: false},␣

↪→form: {visible: false}}}
search:

meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}
restrictive: true
rdfProp: |

?_subject rdfs:label ?label. filter (regex(str(?label), {{query}
↪→}, \"i\")).

PersonAnnotation:
inherits: InlineAnnotation
type: http://knowledge.net/Annotation/Person
props:
wikidata: {range: Person, meta: {search: {visible: true}, form:

↪→{visible: true, editable: true}}}
metadata: {meta: {preview: {fields: ["wikidata.label"]}, search:

↪→{visible: false}, form: {visible: false, editable: false}}}

### RBAC definitions ###
rbac:
roles:

Default:
description: "Everyone can read everything"
actions:

- "*/*/*"

Admin:
description: "Administrator role, can read, write and delete objects"
actions:

- "*/*/*"

Curator:
(continues on next page)
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actions:
- "Project/*/read"
- "Corpus/*/read"
- "Document/*/read"
- "Document/annotations/*"
- "Concept/*/read"
- "Concept/id/write"
- "Annotation/*/*/(where: {createdBy: {_ifUser: {username: {IRE: $

↪→{ctx.claims.preferred_username}}}}})"

4.2 Classes model

By default, Metadata Studio is started with a SOML schema describing the basic Metadata Studio
classes based on a specific RDF model.

The schema is kept in the otp-system repository in GraphDB. Any data that comes in through runtime
mutations is validated against this model.

The schema must describe any specific document classes, concept classes, and annotations based on
the specific user needs.

The default schema can be overwritten in any of the following ways:

• by changing the initial schema on deployment

• at runtime through GraphQL mutations

• at runtime through the Metadata Studio UI

The schema does not contain any specific Concepts or Annotations classes. The following classes can
be configured through the UI:

• Documents

• Annotations

• Concepts

Currently, Metadata Studio does not support the defining of custom Projects, Corpora, SavedReports,
Users and AnnotationServices types that extend the original ones.

The following sections talk about defining custom Document, Annotation, and Concept classes.

4.2.1 RDF model

In the base RDF model of Metadata Studio, predicates that are part of the abstract classes are inherited
in the more specific TimeSensitive and NamedEntity classes.

Objects and predicates

Metadata Studio uses the depicted objects and predicates for each object as follows:

• omds:Metadata: Key-value object that contains various metadata.

– omds:field: The name of the field.

– omds:value: The value for the field.

• omds:TimeSensitive

– omds:createdAt: The time at which the resource was created.

– omds:createdBy: Link to the user IRI that created the resource.
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– omds:modifiedAt: The time at which the resource was last modified. Note that the change
of this value is handled by the Metadata Studio UI, so whenever you apply a mutation to an
object through the /graphql endpoint or through RDF, you need to update the modifiedAt
value for this object yourself.

– omds:modifiedBy: Link to the user’s IRI that was the last one to modified the resource.
Note that the change of this value is handled by the Metadata Studio UI, so whenever you
apply a mutation to an object through the /graphql endpoint or through RDF, you need to
update the modifiedBy value for this object yourself.

• omds:Project: The project type.

– omds:status: The status of the project. Possible values are “ACTIVE” and “ARCHIVED”.
Archived projects cannot be edited further.

– omds:corpus: Link to a corpus that is part of the project.

– rdfs:label: The label of the project that is displayed in the Metadata Studio UI Projects
view.

• omds:Corpus: The corpus type.

– omds:status: The status of the corpus. Possible values are “ACTIVE” and “ARCHIVED”.
Archived corpora cannot be edited further.

– omds:document : Link to a document that is part of the corpus.

– rdfs:label: The label of the corpus that is displayed in the Metadata Studio UI Projects
view.

• omds:Document: The abstract document type.

– omds:text: The content of the document.

– rdfs:label: The label of the document that is displayed in the Metadata Studio UI Corpus
view.

• omds:Annotation: The abstract base annotation type. It cannot be extended directly - instead,
either the InlineAnnotation or the DocumentAnnotation class must be extended.

• omds:DocumentAnnotation: The abstract document annotation type.

• omds:InlineAnnotation: The abstract inline annotation type.

– omds:annotationStart: The start positioning offset of the inline annotation.

– omds:annotationEnd: The end positioning offset of the inline annotation.

• omds:Concept: The abstract concept type.

• omds:SavedReport: The saved report’s type.

– base-iri:corpusId: The IRI of the corpus as a string value.

– base-iri:data: The report results serialized in JSON.

– base-iri:config: The report configurations serialized in JSON.

– base-iri:reportType: The type of the report - either “FRE-
QUENCY_COOCCURRENCE” or “F1” .

– rdfs:label: The label of the report that will be visualized in the Metadata Studio UI Reports
view.

• omds:NamedEntity: The abstract class that is the range value for omds:createdBy and
omds:modifiedBy values for all resources.

• omds:User: The user type.

– omds:username: The username of the user. By default, this value is used to build the user’s
identifier as described in the users creation section, so it needs to satisfy the requirements
described in the section.
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– rdfs:label: The label for the user that is presented in the Metadata Studio UI.

• omds:AnnotationService: The annotation service type. Unlike all the other objects in Meta-
data Studio which are stored in the omds GraphDB repository, some of the information about
annotation services is stored in the otp-system repository.

– omds:annotationQuery (in otp-system repository): The query that is used during cor-
pus annotation for the particular annotation service.

– omds:registrationQuery (in otp-system repository): The query with which the partic-
ular annotation service was registered in the omds repository.

– base-iri:serviceId (in otp-system repository): The ID of the annotation service used
by the UI.

– rdfs:label (in omds repository): The label for the annotation service to visualize in the UI.

4.2.2 Custom document classes

The default document class in Metadata Studio is defined as abstract. This means that the application
relies on custom non-abstract document classes to be defined. In the default Metadata Studio schema,
this is the SimpleDocument object.

A custom document class can be introduced, for example – Article, Heard, CV, MedicalPrescrip-
tion, etc. The custom document class can have custom fields that the user can input. These fields can
be visualized in the Corpora view or they can be used for filtering the documents in the Corpora view
and in the Reports.

For example, if you want to define a Legal Contract document and specify the business activity pur-
pose of the document as a category (such as Joint Venture agreement, NDA agreement, Employment
contracts, etc), you can do this from the Manage schema view in the UI, or you can define a custom
document class in the SOML schema as follows:

LegalContract:
inherits: Document
type: omds:LegalContract
props:

category: {label: "Category", range: string, min: 1, max: 1,␣
↪→rdfProp: omds:category, meta: {search: {visible: true}, form: {visible: true,␣
↪→editable: true}}}

Alternatively, you can apply the following mutation at runtime against the Metadata Studio backend /
graphql endpoint:

mutation createCustomDocument {
create_Document_Class(objects: {

sys_id: "LegalContract"
sys_inherits: "Document"
sys_type: "omds:LegalContract"
sys_props: {sys_Property: [

{sys_id: "category", sys_range: "string", sys_rdfProp:
↪→"omds:category",

sys_meta: {
sys_Meta:[

{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true}"}

]
}

}

(continues on next page)
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]}
}) {

document_Class {
id

}
}

}

Once you have declared your custom document class, you can create actual documents in your corpus
either through the Metadata Studio UI client or by inserting RDF data in GraphDB.

4.2.3 Custom annotation classes

Specific annotation classes that you would like to create in your corpus need to be configured by you.
Each custom annotation class must extend one of the base annotation classes - either DocumentAn-
notation (assigned as document tags) or InlineAnnotation (assigned to specific a substring of
the document).

Besides the properties inherited from the base annotation class, each custom annotation can have
custom properties. Each property must be defined with its property characteristics. A subset of the
property characteristics supported by the Ontotext Platform Semantic Objects are also supported in
Metadata Studio:

• range: Specifies the class of the values of the property.

• rdfProp: Specifies the RDF predicate with which the property is stored in GraphDB.

• min: Currently, the highest supported value for all properties is 1. If the min cardinality for a field
is 1, the UI enforces the user to enter a value for this field when creating annotations.

• max: Currently, the highest supported value for all properties is 1.

In addition, a new property characteristic called meta is introduced. It controls how the UI visualizes
and uses the property. The meta characteristic supports the following nested fields:

• search: controls how the field is considered when the object is visualized in search views:

– visible (type:boolean, default=false): Determines if the field is visible in search views.

– order (type: integer, default=-1): Determines the order in which the field is visualized, if
visible. The fields are ordered in ascending order and all fields with order -1 are placed last.

• form: Controls how the field is considered when an instance of the class is created from or visu-
alized in the UI:

– visible (type: boolean, default=false): Whether to visualize the field in creation/preview
forms.

– editable (type: boolean, default=true): If visible=true, whether the user is allowed to edit
the field or not.

– order (type: integer, default=-1): The order in which the fields are ordered. The fields are
ordered in ascending order and all fields with order -1 are placed last.

These meta characteristics are configurable through the SOML schema and GraphQL mutations, but
are not yet exposed for configuration from the Metadata Studio UI.

For more information on the properties, please see the developers documentation.

Custom annotation classes can inherit either the DocumentAnnotation or the InlineAnnotation
class.
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DocumentAnnotation classes

Document annotations are annotations created for the whole document as opposed to for a specific part
of the text. This is the more general way to create annotations that will fit most use cases where it is not
vital to know where exactly in the document something was mentioned.

Document annotations can have custom fields assigned to them with specific metadata. For example, if
we want to define a custom document annotation type for legal contract agreement dates, besides doing
that through the Manage schema view, we could have the following configuration in the SOML schema:

AgreementDate:
inherits: DocumentAnnotation
type: http://cuad.ontotext.com/DocumentAnnotation/AgreementDate
props:

value: { range: string, rdfProp: omds:value, meta: { search: { visible:␣
↪→true, order: 1 }, form: { visible: true, editable: true, order: 1 } } }

where the value property will contain the actual date, for example “20 Nov 1991”.

Alternatively, the GraphQL mutation for registering this document annotation type would be:

mutation createCustomDocumentAnnotation {
create_DocumentAnnotation_Class(objects: {

sys_id: "AgreementDate"
sys_inherits: "DocumentAnnotation"
sys_type: "http://cuad.ontotext.com/DocumentAnnotation/

↪→AgreementDate"
sys_props: {sys_Property: [

{sys_id: "value", sys_range: "string", sys_rdfProp:
↪→"omds:value",

sys_meta: {
sys_Meta:[

{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, order: 1}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true, order: 1}"}

]
}

}

]}
}) {

documentAnnotation_Class {
id

}
}

}

Or you can use the UI Manage schema view to extend the DocumentAnnotation class with your custom
definition.

In addition to custom fields, Metadata Studio also supports a metadata field with a meta characteristic
specifying a preview field that controls how the object is visualized in simple previews. The preview
option has a fields argument – a list of fields to be visualized in object preview. This is useful for
limiting the information shown in the document annotation previews by removing unreadable fields with
little value to the user such as identifiers, modifiedBy fields, etc. This feature currently applies to
annotations only and does not impact Corpora, Projects, and Documents.

If we want to define an AgreementDate document annotation, which contains the value of the date in
the annotation preview, we would add the metadata field like this:

AgreementDate:
inherits: DocumentAnnotation

(continues on next page)
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type: http://cuad.ontotext.com/DocumentAnnotation/AgreementDate
props:

value: { range: string, rdfProp: omds:value, meta: { search: { visible:␣
↪→true, order: 1 }, form: { visible: true, editable: true, order: 1 } } }

metadata: { meta: { preview: { fields: [ "value" ] }, search: { visible:␣
↪→false }, form: { visible: false, editable: false } } }

The above SOML definition is equivalent to applying the following GraphQL mutation to the Metadata
Studio backend:

mutation createCustomDocumentAnnotation {
create_DocumentAnnotation_Class(objects: {

sys_id: "AgreementDate"
sys_inherits: "DocumentAnnotation"
sys_type: "http://cuad.ontotext.com/DocumentAnnotation/

↪→AgreementDate"
sys_props: {sys_Property: [

{sys_id: "value", sys_range: "string", sys_rdfProp:
↪→"omds:value",

sys_meta: {
sys_Meta:[

{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, order: 1}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true, order: 1}"}

]}
},
{

sys_id:"metadata",
sys_meta: {

sys_Meta:[
{sys_key: "preview", sys_values: "

↪→{ fields: [value] }"},
{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣

↪→visible: false }"},
{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣

↪→visible: false, editable: false }"}
]

}
}

]}
}) {

documentAnnotation_Class {
id

}
}

}
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InlineAnnotation classes

Inline annotations are annotations that are applicable only to a specific subset of a document. They are
used when it is important to know where exactly in the document something was mentioned. This infor-
mation is particularly important when preparing gold standard corpora for machine learning purposes,
as it is useful for the algorithm to have this data.

For example, if you want to be able to create inline tags for people in your documents, you can add the
following snippet to your SOML schema:

PersonAnnotation:
inherits: InlineAnnotation
type: http://knowledge.net/Annotation/Person
props:
name: {range: string, rdfProp: omds:name, meta: {search: {visible: true,␣

↪→order: 1}, form: {visible: true, editable: true, order: 1}}}

This is equivalent to applying the following GraphQL mutation to the Metadata Studio backend:

mutation createCustomInlineAnnotation {
create_InlineAnnotation_Class(objects: {

sys_id: "PersonAnnotation"
sys_inherits: "InlineAnnotation"
sys_type: "http://knowledge.net/Annotation/Person"
sys_props: {sys_Property: [

{sys_id: "name", sys_range: "string", sys_rdfProp:
↪→"omds:name",

sys_meta: {
sys_Meta:[

{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, order: 1}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true, order: 1}"}

]
}

}

]}
}) {

inlineAnnotation_Class {
id

}
}

}

If you have People concepts present in your database and you want to link concepts from your reference
dataset to the annotations (i.e., perform entity linking), you need to declare your custom concept class
as part of the schema (see how to customize concept classes). Then, use the concept class you created
as a range of the property through which you would like to establish the link.

For example, the following snippet defines a PersonAnnotation inline annotation class that has a per-
sonEntity property whose values are of instances of class Person:

PersonAnnotation:
inherits: InlineAnnotation
type: http://knowledge.net/Annotation/Person
props:
personEntity: {range: Person, rdfProp: omds:person, meta: {search:

↪→{visible: true, order: 1}, form: {visible: true, editable: true, order: 1}}}

Or you can use a GraphQL mutation instead:
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mutation createCustomInlineAnnotation {
create_InlineAnnotation_Class(objects: {

sys_id: "PersonAnnotation"
sys_inherits: "InlineAnnotation"
sys_type: "http://knowledge.net/Annotation/Person"
sys_props: {sys_Property: [

{sys_id: "personEntity", sys_range: "Person", sys_rdfProp:
↪→"omds:person",

sys_meta: {
sys_Meta:[

{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, order: 1}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true, order: 1}"}

]
}

}

]}
}) {

inlineAnnotation_Class {
id

}
}

}

In addition, relation annotations can be modeled to link to more than one concept from the reference
dataset. For example, if we want to model a CEO relation annotation between a person and an organi-
zation, we can add the following snippet to our SOML schema:

CEOAnnotation:
inherits: InlineAnnotation
type: http://knowledge.net/Annotation/CEO
props:

subject: { label: "Subject", range: PersonAnnotation, meta: { search: {␣
↪→visible: false, order: 1 }, form: { visible: true, editable: true, order: 1 } } }

object: { label: "Object", range: OrganizationAnnotation, meta: { search:
↪→{ visible: false, order: 2 }, form: { visible: true, editable: true, order: 2 } }
↪→ }

Or we can apply the following mutation to the /graphql endpoint of the Metadata Studio backend:

mutation createCustomInlineAnnotation {
create_InlineAnnotation_Class(objects: {

sys_id: "CEOAnnotation"
sys_inherits: "InlineAnnotation"
sys_type: "http://knowledge.net/Annotation/CEO"
sys_props: {sys_Property: [

{sys_id: "subject", sys_range: "PersonAnnotation", sys_
↪→rdfProp: "omds:subject",

sys_meta: {
sys_Meta:[

{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, order: 1}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true, order: 1}"}

]}
},
{sys_id: "object", sys_range: "OrganizationAnnotation",␣

↪→sys_rdfProp: "omds:object",
sys_meta: {

sys_Meta:[
(continues on next page)
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{sys_key: "search", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, order: 2}"},

{sys_key: "form", sys_values: "{␣
↪→visible: true, , editable: true, order: 2}"}

]}
}

]}
}) {

inlineAnnotation_Class {
id

}
}

}

There are two ways to model a relation annotation:

• It can be modeled to point to other annotations (as in the example above). In this case, when
selecting a text in the Metadata Studio UI, you will be allowed to create such a relation only if the
nested annotation types have already been created over a substring of the selected text.

• It can be modeled to point to the objects from the reference dataset directly - in the above example,
these are Person and Organization. When creating the relation annotation, you will be prompted
to search for the concepts from the reference dataset for the nested entities.

4.2.4 Custom concept classes

When creating corpora for entity linking tasks, you might want to define custom concept classes. This
will allow you to link instances of these classes as part of your annotations.

Your custom classes must inherit the default Concept class. Similarly to the annotations configurations,
the meta property defines which concept fields will be visualized when doing entity linking. The search
property defines a query that will be executed when the user creates PersonAnnotations and searches
for People with names that match specific text. The {{query}} template is replaced at runtime with
the specific text that you search for.

The following is an example for a declaration of a Person concept class:

Person:
inherits: Concept
type: mycustomprefix:Person
props:
description: {rdfProp: "mycustomprefix:description", meta: {search:

↪→{visible: true}, form: {visible: true}}}
search:

meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}
restrictive: true
rdfProp: |

?_subject skos:prefLabel|skos:altLabel ?label. filter␣
↪→(regex(str(?label), {{query}}, \"i\"))

In case you have GraphDB Elasticsearch/Lucene connectors for better full-text search, these can be
used as well. For example:

search:
meta: {search: {visible: false}, form: {visible: false}}
restrictive: true
rdfProp: |
?search a inst:people_omds ;
elastic:query '''

(continues on next page)
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{
"query": {

"function_score": {
"query": {

"match_phrase_prefix": {
"name": {{query}}

}
},
"script_score": {

"script": {
"source": "if (!doc.containsKey('rdfRank') || doc.

↪→get('rdfRank').isEmpty()) { return 1; } double rdfRank = doc['rdfRank'].value;␣
↪→return 1 + Math.max(0, Math.log10(rdfRank * 100))"

}
}

}

}
}''' ;
elastic:entities ?_subject .

Your GraphDB repository (defined through the sparql_endpoint_repository property of the Meta-
data Studio API) must contain instances for the custom concept classes. If this data is located in a
different SPARQL repository, you can use a federated service:

Person:
inherits: Concept
sparqlFederatedService: wikidata
typeProp: generatedType
type: wd:Q5
props:
...

where the HTTP endpoint location of the Wikidata federated service is configured with the sparql.
federated.services.wikidata property of the Metadata Studio backend.

4.3 Creating objects

This section describes how Metadata Studio can be filled with data by creating concrete objects.

Generally, there are two approaches - creating objects through the UI or through RDF. Currently, the UI
supports creating instances for all classes except for Users and Annotation Services, which need to be
set up through GraphQL mutations or RDF data.

4.3.1 Creating projects

The following is an example for the statements that can be inserted in the GraphDB repository (de-
fined through the sparql_endpoint_repository property of the Metadata Studio API) in order for
a project to appear in the UI:

<projectIRI> a omds:Project ;
omds:createdAt "2022-02-10T14:59:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
omds:createdBy <userIRI> ;
omds:modifiedAt "2022-03-23T09:45:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
omds:modifiedBy <userIRI> ;
omds:status "ACTIVE" ;
rdfs:label "Project Name" .
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4.3.2 Creating corpora

The following is an example for the statements that can be inserted in the GraphDB repository in order
for a corpus to appear in the UI:

<projectIRI> omds:corpus <corpusIRI> .
<corpusIRI> a omds:Corpus ;

omds:createdAt "2022-03-23T09:45:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
omds:createdBy <userIRI> ;
omds:modifiedAt "2022-03-23T09:45:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
omds:modifiedBy <userIRI> ;
omds:status "ACTIVE" ;
rdfs:label "Corpus Name" .

4.3.3 Creating documents

The following is an example for the statements that can be inserted in the GraphDB repository in order
for a document to appear in the UI:

<corpusIRI> omds:document <documentIRI> .
<documentIRI> rdf:type omds:LegalContract ;

rdfs:label "Berkshire Hills Bancorp Inc 2012-08-09" ;
omds:text "Document content in plain text" ;
omds:category "Endorsement Agreement" ;
omds:createdBy <userIRI> ;
omds:modifiedBy <userIRI> ;
omds:createdAt "2022-05-20T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
omds:modifiedAt "2022-05-20T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime .

4.3.4 Creating annotations

The following is an example for the statements that can be inserted in the GraphDB repository in order
for an annotation to appear in the UI:

<documentIRI> omds:annotations <annotationIRI> .
<annotationIRI> rdf:type omds:Annotation ;

rdf:type <customAnnotationTypeIRI> ;
omds:createdAt "2022-05-20T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime␣

↪→;
omds:modifiedAt "2022-05-20T08:00:00"^^

↪→xsd:dateTime ;
omds:createdBy <userIRI> ;
omds:modifiedBy <userIRI> .

In case we are working with inline annotations, the following two statements must also be set:

<annotationIRI> omds:annotationStart "10"^^xsd:int ;
omds:annotationEnd "20"^^xsd:int .

If the specific annotation type contains custom fields, they can be added to the triples above.
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4.4 Users

Depending on the OAuth2 service that you would like to use, the users need to be configured in the
specific service storage. The Metadata Studio deployment comes with Keycloak as a default user man-
agement solution.

Note: Usernames cannot contain whitespace characters. The reason is that the Metadata Stu-
dio tool relies on the convention that the concatenation between http://www.ontotext.com/
metadatastudio/user/ and the username must result in a valid IRI.

Once you log in to Metadata Studio with a specific user, all objects that this user creates are assigned
with createdBy and modifiedBy fields that point to the specific user identifier.

If you set up initial RDF data for projects, corpora, documents, or annotations, in order for the UI to be
able to visualize the user references from the createdBy and modifiedBy predicates, a username
must be defined in the database:

PREFIX omds: <http://www.ontotext.com/metadatastudio#>
<http://www.ontotext.com/metadatastudio/user/borislav> a omds:User;
omds:username "Borislav" .

Note that the exact predicate for the username needs to be synced with the predicate defined for the
user’s username field in the default SOML schema, which by default looks like this:

User:
props:
username: {readOnly: true, rdfProp: omds:username}
...

By default, Metadata Studio has the following user roles:

• Default: Restricts access to everything if the logged-in user does not have any roles assigned.

• Curator: Grants read access to all resources as well as right to create annotations for existing
documents.

• Admin: Grants all actions on all objects and their properties to a user with that role.

• SchemaRBACAdmin: Allows the user to modify the SOML schema.

New roles can be added and modified by a user with a SchemaRBACAdmin role. For more information
on the syntax of the RBAC schema, see the official Ontotext Platform Semantic Objects documentation.

4.5 Annotation service creation

If a third-party text analysis annotation service needs to be integrated in Metadata Studio, a query to
register the text analysis service and to handle the annotation needs to be configured. Metadata Studio
relies on the GraphDB Text Mining plugin to integrate with arbitrary third-party text analysis services. Un-
like the other configurable components, the text mining annotation query cannot be configured through
the Metadata Studio UI yet. It needs to be set up by applying a GraphQL mutation to the Metadata
Studio API. The mutation registers the annotation service with:

• a specific text mining plugin registration query

• a specific annotation query

The AnnotationService object has a label and a serviceId. The label controls the label with
which the annotationService will be visualized in the UI under the Annotation services drop-down.
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4.5.1 Registration query

The registration query is a query that instantiates the GraphDB Text Mining plugin. It must specify the
URL to the text mining service, the headers that must be sent during annotation requests, and any
specific transformations that should be applied over the annotation response.

In addition, it creates a label for the annotation service that the UI uses to visualize the service creator
source.

For more information on how to register text mining plugins, check the GraphDB documentation.

mutation createLegalTaggerServiceExample {
create_AnnotationService(

objects: {
label: "Legal Tagger",
serviceId: "http://cuad.ontotext.com/legalTagger",
createdBy: "some-user-identifier",
createdAt: "some-timestamp",
registrationQuery: """

PREFIX : <http://www.ontotext.com/textmining#>
PREFIX inst: <http://www.ontotext.com/textmining/instance#>
PREFIX cuad: <http://cuad.ontotext.com/>

INSERT DATA {
inst:legalTagger :connect :Ces;

:service "some-url-here" ;
:header "Accept:␣

↪→application/vnd.ontotext.ces+json;charset=utf-8";
:header "Content-type:␣

↪→text/plain".

cuad:legalTagger a <http://www.ontotext.com/metadatastudio
↪→#AnnotationService> ;

rdfs:label "Legal Tagger" .
}

""",
annotationQuery: ....
....

}
) {

annotationService {
id

}
}

}

It is recommended that the IRI identifier that we declare as an annotation service and the specific
rdfs:label match the serviceId and label values from the mutation.

4.5.2 Annotation query

Upon selection of a specific annotation service for a particular corpus, the Metadata Studio backend
splits the documents from the corpus into batches of ten documents. It then sends the documents from
each batch to the text mining API service to generate annotations for these documents.

The annotation query defines how the documents should be sent for annotation and how the response
should be stored in GraphDB. It is entirely configurable by the user, which makes this process compatible
with any third-party services accessible through HTTP, which produce annotations with text position
offsets.

The annotation query also takes care of cleaning up previously existing annotations from the same text
mining API service, which allows you to execute multiple annotation processes over the same corpus
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over time.

Tip: It is a good practice to keep the annotations from each annotation service in a specific context, as
this makes the maintenance of the data easier. The format in which the annotations are stored should
correspond to the format defined in theCustom annotations section. The createdBy and modifiedBy
fields should point to the IRI of the specific annotation service.

Following is an example for an annotation query that creates inline annotations returned from the Legal
tagger:

mutation createLegalTaggerServiceExample {
create_AnnotationService(

objects: {
label: "Legal Tagger",
serviceId: "http://cuad.ontotext.com/legalTagger",
createdBy: "some-user-identifier",
createdAt: "some-timestamp",
registrationQuery: .....,
annotationQuery: """

PREFIX inst: <http://www.ontotext.com/textmining/instance#>
PREFIX : <http://www.ontotext.com/textmining#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX omds: <http://www.ontotext.com/metadatastudio#>
PREFIX cuad: <http://cuad.ontotext.com/>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

DELETE {
GRAPH <http://cuad.ontotext.com/legalTagger> {

?document omds:annotations ?oldAnnotation .
?oldAnnotation ?oldPredicate ?oldObject

}
}
INSERT {

GRAPH <http://cuad.ontotext.com/legalTagger> {
?annotationId omds:annotationStart ?

↪→annotationStart ;
omds:annotationEnd ?annotationEnd ;
omds:document ?document ;
a omds:Annotation ;
a ?annotationType ;
omds:createdBy cuad:legalTagger ;
omds:createdAt ?time ;
omds:modifiedBy cuad:legalTagger ;
omds:modifiedAt ?time ;
?answerPredicate ?answer .

?document omds:annotations ?annotationId .
}

}
WHERE {

{
?service a inst:tagService;

:text ?text ;
:serviceErrors -1 .

{
SELECT ?text ?document ?time WHERE {
VALUES ?document {

{{documents}}
}
?document omds:text ?text .
BIND(NOW() as ?time)

}
(continues on next page)
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}
graph inst:legalTagger {

?annotatedDocument :annotations ?annotation .
?annotation :annotationText ?answer ;

:annotationType ?type ;
:annotationStart ?

↪→annotationStartLong ;
:annotationEnd ?annotationEndLong .

?annotation :features/:class ?class .
}
BIND(xsd:int(?annotationStartLong) as ?

↪→annotationStart)
BIND(xsd:int(?annotationEndLong) as ?annotationEnd)

BIND(IRI(CONCAT("http://cuad.ontotext.com/
↪→InlineAnnotation/", ?type)) as ?annotationType)

BIND(IRI(CONCAT(CONCAT("http://cuad.ontotext.com/
↪→InlineAnnotation/", "Tagger/", STRUUID()), STRAFTER(STR(?annotation),"-something-
↪→that-is-not-present-"))) as ?annotationId)

}
UNION # Use union to select also the annotations from␣

↪→previous annotation processes in order to delete them
{

GRAPH <http://cuad.ontotext.com/legalTagger> {
?document omds:annotations ?oldAnnotation .
VALUES ?document {

{{documents}}
}
?oldAnnotation omds:createdAt ?createdAt .
?oldAnnotation ?oldPredicate ?oldObject .
filter (?createdAt != ?time)

}
}

}
""",

....
}

) {
annotationService {
id

}
}

}

When the annotation processes is triggered from the UI for a particular corpus, the Metadata Studio
backend retrieves all documents from this corpus. It splits the documents to batches of ten and pro-
cesses all batches sequentially by replacing the {{documents}} placeholder with the documents ids
from each batch.
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FIVE

USAGE

5.1 Projects View

The Projects view is accessed by clicking on the Projects section at the top of the Metadata Studio home
screen.

It lists the available projects within the Metadata Studio instance and contains several features.

5.1.1 Projects filter

The projects filter allows you to filter out the columns that are rendered as part of the Project list details.

Hint: The state of the user selection in this filter is saved, so if the default is changed, each time the
user navigates to the Projects view, the columns available in the project list details will correspond to the
last selection in the Projects filter.

5.1.2 Project list details

The project list details provide the following information about the available projects:

• Label (name): The name assigned to the project by the user during its creation

• Status: Whether it is active or archived

• Created at: When was the project created

• Created by: Name of the user who created it

• Modified at: When was the project modified

• Modified by: Name of the user who last modified the project

• Actions:
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– Edit: Edit the name of the project

– Configure: Configure the project

– Archive/Activate: Archive (make it read-only) or activate the project (make it editable)

5.1.3 Pagination bar

The pagination bar is used to specify the number of projects shown per page on the Projects view page,
as well as to navigate to the previous/next page.

Hint: Similarly to the Projects filter, the state of the user selection is preserved here as well.

5.1.4 Create project

New projects are created through the Create project button in the Projects view. Clicking it opens a form
where you need to input the name of the project. The rest of the data is filled out automatically.

5.1.5 Manage schema

The Manage schema view is accessed either under Actions � Manage schema (the cog icon) for the
respective project in the Projects view, or from the Manage schema button in the Corpora View.

There are four main classes within the annotation schema, which can be extended with child classes
in order to configure the types of concepts, annotations, and relations that are relevant to your specific
use case:
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• Concept: Subclasses that inherit and extend this class represent the types of entities in the refer-
ence dataset. The search configurations for these are edited from here.

• Document: Subclasses that inherit and extend this class represent the types of documents the
user can upload and annotate within the corpora.

• DocumentAnnotation: Subclasses that inherit and extend this class represent document-level an-
notations, which can potentially refer to an instance of the Concept classes, as well as have various
other user-defined features.

• InlineAnnotation: Subclasses that inherit and extend this class represent inline-level annotations,
which can potentially refer to an instance of the Concept class, as well as have various other
user-defined features.

These are the default main classes, which can be extended with child classes. To view the the child
classes, click on the parent class.

Hint: The classes that extend the abstract Document class can later be used as a filter within the
Reports, so that only a subset of all documents are included in the report evaluations.

There are four actions that can be performed here, accessible via the respective icons:

• Extend: Extend a parent class with a new child class that inherits the parent

• Edit: Edit a child class

• Delete: Delete a child class

• Open preview: View the details of the class in read-only mode

Note: Parent classes cannot be edited or deleted, only viewed in read-only mode and extended.

Programmatically created classes cannot be deleted through the UI, only viewed in read-only mode.

Furthermore, each concept or annotation class must be properly configured according to the context of
the respective use case. This can be done either at the time of creation of this class via the Extend class
button, or after creation via the Edit class button.

To illustrate the above, let’s create a new DocumentAnnotation. To do so, click the Extend class button
in the DocumentAnnotation parent class row.
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Class details

Here, we need to configure the Class ID.

Class fields

Here, you can define annotation features such as the field Name, an optional Description of what it
represents, and its Range (default is “string”).

Note: The Range can be a string, an integer, a date, as well as a Concept (in case the use case
requires entity linking), or even another Annotation when the use case involves relations consisting of
multiple annotations.

In the above example, we have defined a “confidence” feature that specifies how confident the user or
the text mining API service is for this annotation, as well as a “relevance” field specifying how relevant
that annotation is to the document. Lastly, we have defined a Range of Location concept, since we want
to be able to link entities from the reference dataset to annotations of the type Country.

Furthermore, via the toggle buttons present in this screen, each of the fields can be set as:

• Required: Specifies that each annotation of the respective type must have a value for this attribute,
i.e., the user cannot create such an annotation in the Document view without inputting a value.

• Editable: Specifies if the field is read-only or data can be input.
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• Multi-valued: Specifies if there can be more than one value assigned to the respective field. In
the above example, the Wikidata field can optionally accept more than one Person concept as an
input.

You can see the settings for each field by the icons next to its name – Required, Editable, and Multi-
valued.

Class preview configuration

The class preview configuration specifies which of the fields’ values will be visualized as part of the
annotation visualization within the Document View.

In the above example, only the relevance and Label of the linked concept of type Location will be visu-
alized within the Document view.

Hint: The order in which the field values are visualized depends on their ordering within this view.
Here, for an annotation that has a relevance of “0.9” and a linked concept with label “New York”, the
visualization would be “0.9, New York”. The order can be specified by rearranging the fields with the
up/down arrows so that it becomes “New York, 0.9”.

Note: The fields in the Class preview configuration depend on the fields from the parent Annotation
class, as well as any fields that we have defined in the child class. In the above example, if “confidence”
is removed from the Class fields panel, it would not be present within the Class preview configuration
panel.

5.2 Corpora View

The Corpora view is accessed by opening any of the projects listed in the Projects View view. It lists the
available corpora within the currently explored project.
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5.2.1 Corpora filter

The corpora filter allows you to filter out the columns that are rendered as part of the Corpora list details.

Hint: The state of the user selection in this filter is saved, so if the default is changed, each time the
user navigates to the Corpora view, the available columns in the Corpora list details will correspond to
the last selection in the Corpora filter.

5.2.2 Corpora list details

The corpora list details provide the following information about the available corpora:

• Label (name): The name assigned to the corpus by the user during its creation

• Status: Whether it is active or archived

• Created at: When was the corpus created

• Created by: Name of the user who created it

• Modified at: When was the corpus modified

• Modified by: Name of the user who last modified the corpus

• Document count: The number of documents within the corpus

• Actions:

– Annotate corpus: Annotate the documents in the corpus with any of the pre-configured text
mining API services.

– Create corpus: Edit the name of the corpus.

– Archive/Activate: Archive (make it read-only) or activate the corpus (make it editable).

– Create document: Create a new document within the selected corpus by manually inputting
the Label (name of the document) and Document content.

– Reports: Go to the Reports View.
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5.2.3 Pagination bar

The pagination bar is used to specify the number of corpora shown per page on the Corpora view page,
as well as navigate to the previous/next page.

Hint: Similarly to the Corpora filter, the state of the user selection is preserved here as well.

5.2.4 Create corpus

The Create corpus screen is accessed from Corpora view � Create corpus. Clicking the button takes
you to the Create corpus view, where a new corpus is created by assigning it a name - the rest of the
data is filled out automatically.

5.2.5 Annotate corpus

The Annotate corpus screen is accessed either through Actions � Annotate corpus in the Corpora list
details or through the Annotate corpus button in the Document List View.

Here, we see a list of services that have been used to annotate the corpus, as well as their status:

Furthermore, you can select a text mining API service to annotate the corpus with via the Select Text
Analysis Service button, which opens the drop-down list of available annotation services:
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Selecting a service and clicking Start automatically starts the annotation process, which is then visualized
in the page along with some additional information:

• Name of the text mining API service

• Status: in progress or completed

• Processed documents: number of documents processed so far

• Total documents: total number of documents available within the current corpus

• Started at: timestamp of the start of the process

• Stopped at: timestamp of the end of the process

Once a document has been annotated with the selected service, the produced annotations are visible in
the Document View, provided that the annotation schema for this service has been properly configured
through the Manage schema view.

5.3 Document List View

The Document list view is accessed by opening any of the corpora listed in the Corpora View. It lists all
of the documents available in the corpus, which can be opened from here by clicking on the document’s
Label for further processing.

5.3.1 Document list filter

The Document list filter allows you to filter out the columns that are rendered as part of the Document
list details.

Hint: Similarly to other such filters in the application, the state of the user selection is saved.
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5.3.2 Document list details

The Document list details provide the following information about the available documents:

• Label (name): The document name, if available

• Created at: When was the document created

• Created by: Name of the user who created it

• Modified at: When was the document modified

• Modified by: Name of the user who last modified the document

• Annotations count: The number of annotations within the document

• Annotations modified at: When were the annotations within the document last modified

Note: Depending on how the Document schema is set up, Label may be an optional field. In case
nothing is marked as the document’s Label, the document’s ID will be shown instead.

5.3.3 Pagination bar

The pagination bar is used to specify the number of documents shown per page on the Document view
page, as well as navigate to the previous/next page.

Hint: Similarly to the Document list filter , the state of the user selection is preserved here as well.

5.3.4 Create document

You can create a new document either via theCreate document in the Document list view or from Actions
� Create document in the Corpora list details.

Once opened, select any of the Document types previously defined in the Manage schema in order
to create a document of the same type. After inputting the necessary information and saving it, the
document is created in the respective Corpus from which the Document was created:
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Hint: Different document types may have different fields and as a result, the Document list view may
change a bit in order to reflect the additional columns found within the newly input document. The
columns that are rendered may later be turned on and off via the Document list filter as usual.

5.4 Document View

The Document view visualizes the document’s text, its annotations, and linked concepts. In it, you can
create, edit, and delete inline and document annotations, as defined in the Manage schema view.

The Document view is accessed by opening a document through the Document list details. This is what
a sample document looks like:

Let’s look at its main components in more detail.
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5.4.1 Document text

The document text panel is located in the center of the Document view. It contains the document content
and all of the inline annotations associated with specific positions (offsets) within the text.

Note: Similarly to other filters throughout the application, the Annotation filters are also stateful. Thus,
it is possible that not all inline annotations are rendered at any given moment in case a certain subset
of them have previously been filtered out in another document.

The different types of annotations are color-coded, which is also reflected in the filters on the right of the
Document view.

Please note that Metadata Studio supports nested and overlapping annotations. Thus, as in the example
with the multiple blue underlines in the screenshot above, they represent multiple annotations over
(relatively) the same text position.

5.4.2 Document annotations

Document-level annotations are annotations defined in the Manage schema view that reference the
whole document, as opposed to the inline level annotations that reference a specific piece of text within
the document. Document annotations are located in the top right corner of the Document view.

Hint: The way annotations are rendered is controlled through the Class preview configuration within
the Manage schema interface.
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5.4.3 Annotation filters

The annotation filters are located on the right of the Document view, right next to the Document an-
notations (if available). The filters allow you to enable/disable the visualization (underlining or blobs,
depending on whether it is inline or document-level) of some of the annotation classes, as well as to
filter them by provenance. This allows for a more focused annotation analysis.

Hint: The state of the filters is remembered by the application, so the latest state will automatically be
applied upon refresh, opening a different document, etc.

5.4.4 Related concepts

This is a list of all concept instances present within the current document. Clicking on any concepts in
the list triggers the Highlight similar feature, highlighting any annotation where the concept instance is
present.

The way concepts are rendered is controlled through the Class preview configuration within the Manage
schema interface.

Hint: The table can be sorted by Occurrence or Label in ascending or descending order by clicking on
the respective header.

Note: Annotation filters apply here as well, i.e., if a certain annotation linking to a specific concept class
is deselected, this would also hide the corresponding concepts in addition to the annotations themselves.
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5.4.5 Annotations preview

To see the Annotations preview, hover over the underline of an annotation. This opens a preview panel
on the right of the Document text.

It displays the available data as per the user configuration in the Manage schema view in a tree-like
structure with potentially up to three separate levels:

• Composite annotation level: For example, a relation between two annotations that inherits the
features from the simple annotations and their linked concepts (if any), as well as shows additional
features/fields for the composite annotation.

• Simple annotation level: Inherits the Concept features/fields, provided that the annotation links
to a Concept, as well as shows specific features/fields defined for the simple annotation.

• Concept level: Shows the features/fields defined for the concept.

Note: It is possible to have an annotation that links to a certain concept type, but there may not be an
instance present. These are the so called anonymous annotations. One possible reason for them can
be, for example, that they refer to a novel concept that is not present in the reference database.

5.4.6 Annotation creation module

The Annotation creation module is located at the bottom of the Document view. Here, you can create,
edit, or delete annotations. Themodule becomes accessible after the user selects the desired annotation
class. The selection process is different for Document and Inline annotations annotations:

• For Document annotations, click the orange hash button on the top right.

• For Inline-level annotations, select the specific piece of text that you want annotated.

After the annotation class is selected via one of the above methods, the Annotation creation module
becomes visible.
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Note that the fields shown here, their input types, as well as whether they are read-only or not, are all
controlled in the Manage schema view.

In the example above, we have a Location annotation, which has a number of read-only fields defined,
as well as a link to a Location concept, hence the search field at the bottom that queries the reference
dataset for Location concepts in order to link them to the annotations.

In case we have set the field that refers to a Concept as a multi-valued field in the Manage schema
view though, the concept search from the above example will look a bit different – instead of a Lookup
a concept field, we would have a separate Open search button which will open the following search
window:

In this screen, multiple concepts can be selected. When selected, they become part of a separate list
at the bottom of the screen where they can be deselected if needed. Clicking the Confirm button will
assign all selected concepts to the relevant annotation.
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5.4.7 Annotation creation workflow

There are two types of annotations supported in Metadata Studio depending on the piece of content
being referenced.

Document annotations

Document-level annotations are created through the hash button at the top right of the Document text
section. Clicking it prompts the user to select from the list of available document-level annotation types
as defined in the Manage schema view.

After the specific annotation type is selected, we can create the annotation through the Annotation cre-
ation module.

Hint: Once saved, such annotations are added to the list of Document annotations. Furthermore, they
are rendered as specified in the Manage schema interface.

Inline annotations

Inline-level annotations themselves are broken down into two types depending onwhether the annotation
is referencing a Concept, or another annotation or a combination of annotations.

Simple inline annotations

Simple inline-level annotations are created by selecting the specific word or phrases within the document
text field, which itself prompts you to select from the list of available annotation types as defined in the
Manage schema view:

After selecting the annotation type that corresponds to the current text selection, we can create the
specific annotation through the Annotation creation module.

The Relations toggle in the above image is related to the Composite inline-level annotations explained
below.

Composite inline annotations

Composite inline-level annotations are created similarly to the Simple inline-level annotations. The main
difference is that the two Simple annotations that constitute a Composite annotation should be present
within the text selection in order for the relevant composite inline annotation class (relation) to be shown
and available for selection.

Hint: The two annotations comprising a relation do not have to be created by the same user. You can
even combine the output of users and third-party text mining API services.
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5.5 Reports View

The Reports view is accessed via Actions � Open reports view on the Corpora list details or from the
Report button available in the Document List View.

5.5.1 Report type selection

First, we need to specify the type of report from the Report type dropdown:

Once selected, the view will change depending on the selection, and the relevant report can be config-
ured.

5.5.2 Save report

The Save report option is a parameter of the report generation process. When it is enabled, the report
will automatically be saved and will later be accessible via the Reports History feature.

Hint: A report name is automatically generated each time a report is opened. It can then be changed
to something more meaningful.

Note: Saving the report is an optional feature that can be turned off by unchecking the Save report
checkbox.

5.5.3 History

The History is accessed via the corresponding button in the top right corner of the Reports view. Clicking
it opens a list of saved reports that can be opened by clicking on their names.
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Note: Only the raw data for saved reports is available, i.e., the drill-down views are inaccessible for
saved reports.

Saved reports list filter

The Saved reports list filter allows you to filter out the columns that are rendered as part of the Saved
reports list details.

Hint: Similarly to other such filters in the application, the state of the user selection is saved.

Pagination bar

The pagination bar can be used to specify the number of reports shown per page on the Reports history
page, as well as navigate to the previous/next page.

Hint: Similarly to the Document list filter , the state of the user selection is also preserved here as well.

5.5.4 F1 report

To produce the F1 report, you need to configure the annotation Provenance, Annotation classes, and
annotation Features that are taken into account during the evaluation, as well as specify the Offsets
matching mode.
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Provenance

Here, we can specify which set of annotations represents theGround Truth and Evaluation, respectively.
The Ground Truth set is considered the gold corpus where the presumption is that each annotation is
correct. This is then compared against the annotation specified by provenance in the Evaluation set.

The matches from the two sets are considered True Positives. What is present in the Ground Truth but
not matched in the Evaluation set is a False Positive, while what is unavailable in the Ground Truth but
present in the Evaluation set is a False Negative.

Note: There is no restriction regarding what would be selected as either Ground Truth or Evaluation,
i.e., it is possible to select one external annotation service for Ground Truth and another one for Evalu-
ation. Set up this way, you can easily see the differences between the output of the two services on the
aggregate level.

Annotation classes

This is where the specific annotation classes that take part in the evaluation are explicitly stated. These
are the same classes that were previously defined in the Manage schema view.

Features matching

This feature allows you to explicitly list the specific annotation features/fields, per annotation class, that
are used as part of the evaluation matching.

Same as with the annotation classes, the features/fields here are taken from the definitions for each
class from the Manage schema view.

Leaving this configuration blank will result in all features/fields being taken into account for the evaluation.

Offsets matching mode

This feature allows you to specify how the offsets are taken into account. There are three modes:

• Strong: A pair of annotations from two annotation sets (provenance) are considered true positive
when, in addition to annotation class and feature match, their offsets are exactly the same.

• Weak: A pair of annotations from two annotation sets (provenance) are considered true positive
when, in addition to annotation class and feature match, their offsets are overlapping.

• Off : Offsets are not taken into account during the evaluation, effectively treating all annotations as
Document ones.

Generating the report

After setting up the necessary configurations in the features above, the report is created via theGenerate
button.

To explain the next set of features in the F1 report, it is best to illustrate them with a practical example.
Below is a sample configuration comparing two sets of annotations, specifically the Person, Location,
and Organization classes, where all of their annotation features/fields are taken into account for the
matching.
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Report charts

There are two types of data produced by the evaluation:

• Raw data: True positives, false negatives, false positives for the evaluated annotations.

• Evaluation metrics: Precision micro, Recall micro, F1, Jaccard index, calculated based on the raw
data.

Based on the above data that is calculated according to the user configuration input before the report is
generated, two respective charts are rendered as shown below:

Drill-down document list

The Drill-down document list is located below the Report charts. It contains a list of documents, as well
as their respective True Positives, False Positives, False Negatives, Precision, and Recall metrics. You
can filter out any of the columns via the filter.
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Drill-down view

The Drill-down view allows you to focus on a specific document and to visually analyze the discrepancies
between the Ground Truth and Evaluation annotation sets in terms of True Positives, False Positives,
and False Negatives.

As with the rest of the reporting features, what is considered a True Positive, False Positive, and
False Negative in the Drill-down view is based on the initial user configuration (Provenance, Annota-
tion classes, Features matching, and Offsets matching mode) provided prior to generating the report.

To open the Drill-down view, click on any article from the Drill-down document list.

Below is a list of all of the elements in the Drill-down view:

1. Navigation buttons: Previous and Next redirects you to the previous and next document from the
Drill-down document list.

2. Document link: Between the Previous and Next buttons, clicking this link opens the whole docu-
ment in the Document view.

3. Report date: The date and time of generating the document.
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4. Ground Truth:

a. Type: The annotation type for the Ground Truth annotation taken from the Manage schema
view.

b. Annotation: The baseline annotation with its features.

c. Start: The start offset of the Ground Truth annotation.

d. End: The end offset of the Ground Truth annotation.

5. Match: The type of match of the two evaluated annotations, dependent on the user configuration
input before the report is generated.

a. TP: True Positive match

b. FN: False Negative match

c. FP: False Positive match

6. Evaluation:

a. Start: The start offset of the Evaluation annotation.

b. End: The end offset of the Evaluation annotation.

c. Annotation: The Evaluation annotation with its features, which is matched against the base-
line Ground Truth annotation.

d. Type: The annotation type for the Evaluation annotation taken from theManage schema view.

7. Snippet: The text snipped containing one or both of the annotations.

5.5.5 Labels and Concepts report

This report shows aggregated information for the labels from the documents to which annotations have
been assigned, as well as the concepts (instances from the knowledge base) available within the corpus.

Provenance

Here, we can specify which annotation sources would be included in the report.

Hint: The key difference to the F1 report is that there are no comparisons between two sets of an-
notations, i.e., there is no “Ground Truth” provenance source. Instead, the user can select multiple
provenance sources to be included in the aggregation via the Evaluation drop-down, which supports
multiselect.
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Annotation classes

This is where the specific annotation classes that take part in the evaluation are explicitly stated. These
are the same classes previously defined in the Manage schema view.

Note: Although this report provides aggregated information for the Concepts available in the corpus,
the user does not directly configure explicitly the Concepts in which they are interested. Instead, since
Concepts are always referred to through an annotation, in order to see all Person concepts available,
you need to list the respective annotations that refer to the Person concept such as PersonAnnotation,
CEOAnnotation, etc.

Generating the report

After setting up the necessary configurations in the features above, the report is generated via the
Generate button, similarly to the F1 report.

To better illustrate the next set of features, let’s look at this example:

Here, we are interested in the Diffbot provenance source, as well as all information about the annotated
labels and linked concepts for the LocationAnnotation, OrganizationAnnotation, and PersonAnnotation
annotation classes.

Report charts

There are two types of data produced by the evaluation:

• Annotation counts per annotation type from the initial annotation classes configuration

• Concept counts per concept type

Based on the above data calculated according to the user configuration input before the report is gen-
erated, two respective charts are rendered as shown below:
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Labels Overview table

The Labels Overview table outlines every annotated piece of text from the processed documents. It
contains the following columns:

• Label: The annotated label from the document text. When showing a Document annotation, this
field contains the Label of the document, or its IRI.

• Annotation classes: List of annotation classes with which this label has been annotated.

• Total occurrences: Number of times this label has been assigned with an annotation throughout
the corpus.

• Number of documents where label occurs: The unique documents containing at least one occur-
rence of the annotated label.

The user can focus on a specific label by clicking on its row in the above table and opening the Label
drill-down view:

This table shows more information about each specific instance of the annotated label throughout the
corpus.
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Concepts Overview table

The Concepts Overview table shows all the instances from the knowledge base (Concepts) that are
referred to within the selected annotations throughout the corpus. It contains the following columns:

• Concept: Label of the concept.

• Concept type: Type of the concept as defined in the annotation schema.

• Total occurrences: Number of times this concept has been referred to within the selected annota-
tions throughout the corpus.

• Number of documents where concept occurs: The unique documents in which there’s at least one
occurrence of the concept.

The user can focus on a specific concept and see which other concepts it co-occurs with by clicking on
its row in the above table and opening the Concept drill-down view:

Within the above view, we can see more information about:
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• Concept fields: On the left is a visualization for all of the fields that have been defined within the
annotation schema, as well as their values.

• Co-occurring concept provenance: Provenance of the co-occurring concept.

• Co-occurs with concept: Label of the concept that co-occurs with the selected one.

• Co-occurring concept type: Type of the concept that co-occurs with the selected one.

• Co-occurring in documents: Number of documents in which the pair of concepts co-occur with
each other.

• Document links: Links to the respective documents in which the pair of concepts co-occur with
each other.

Hint: The labels of the concepts in the Co-occurs with concept column are actually links to the same
page of the newly selected concept, meaning that you can dynamically browse your concepts and view
their co-occurrence information.
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CHAPTER

SIX

RELEASE NOTES

The Ontotext Metadata Studio release notes provide information about the features and improvements
in each release, as well as various bug fixes. Metadata Studio’s versioning scheme is based on semantic
versioning. The full version is composed of three components:

major.minor.patch

e.g., 1.2.3 where the major version is 1, the minor version is 2 and the patch version is 3.

Note: Releases with the same major and minor versions do not contain any new features. Releases
with different patch versions contain fixes for bugs discovered since the previous minor. New or signifi-
cantly changed features are released with a higher major or minor version.

6.1 Ontotext Metadata Studio 3.0.2

Released: 29 September 2022

6.1.1 Component Versions

GraphDB Keycloak Kubernetes
9.11.1 18.0.x 1.24.x

You can find a list with all external dependencies here.

Important:

• Basic OAuth2 authentication service bug fixes

• Proper calculation for F1 report for Document-level annotations

• Properly saved Labels and Concepts report in Reports History
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6.1.2 Bug Fixes

• OMDS-764: Fixed OAuth2 service logout feature

• OMDS-804: Fixed F1 report stats to properly calculate them for Document-level annotation types

• OMDS-808: Rename “Related Concepts” tab in Document View to “Concepts Mentions”

• OMDS-810: Fixes to Save functionality of Labels and Concepts report so that it is saved in Report
History

• OMDS-831: Abstract “Document” class no longer available in the Document type filter in the Doc-
ument list view

• OMDS-841: Reset Document filter when performing browser back action from Report History page
to sync the behavior with the rest of the reports forms

• OMDS-844: Fixed inconsistent positioning of the Concept field within the Annotation preview in
the Document View

• OMDS-846: Requests are now properly canceled when a new one is performed within the Concept
Search in the Document View

• OMDS-849: Inline annotations with start index 0 created by the users are no longer displayed as
Document-level annotations within the reports

6.2 Ontotext Metadata Studio 3.0.1

Released: 21 September 2022

6.2.1 Component Versions

GraphDB Keycloak Kubernetes
9.11.1 18.0.x 1.24.x

You can find a list with all external dependencies here.

Important:

• Keycloak bug fixes

• Basic OAuth2 authentication service bug fixes

6.2.2 Bug Fixes

• OMDS-748: Annotation creation: Clicking “Required” for a field with range Concept will change
the position of the concept selection in the annotation creation window

• OMDS-762: Frequency report: Co-occurring concepts count is not updated when applying a doc-
ument filter

• OMDS-770: Class preview configuration: Cannot add/remove preview attributes in certain condi-
tions

• OMDS-773: Document filters in reports: It is possible to apply a document filter for document types
that does not exist in the corpus and still retrieve results

• OMDS-784: Report history: Reports that contain a feature matching “wikidata” will not be saved
in the report history
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• OMDS-789: Class preview configuration: Adding a preview attribute upon annotation creation will
remove all preview attributes

• OMDS-790: Annotation preview configuration: Adding all preview attributes and then removing
some will throw a toast error

• OMDS-791: Annotation creation: Annotation creation/edit panel is always collapsed after creating
a new annotation

• OMDS-795: Related concepts: Only one concept will be displayed in the Related concepts table
for annotations that have multiple class fields of range Concept and a concept linked to them

• OMDS-796: Document filters in reports: Cannot specify a document ID due to IRI field validation

• OMDS-812: Frequency report: Generate button is disabled when switching from F1 to Frequency
report

• OMSD-813: Manage schema: Concept field is missing when adding an additional class field with
range string to the annotation class

• OMDS-821: Highlight similar: Switching from an annotation with no linked concept to one with a
linked concept will not refresh the state of the Highlight button

• OMDS-822: Related concepts: Need to perform multiple clicks when selecting a concept com-
ing from an annotation that has multiple ConceptType range fields in order to highlight related
annotations

• OMDS-823: F1 reports: Show document label instead of ID in the F1 document drill-down report
where applicable

• OMDS-824: Relation creation: Selecting the same text span from right to left will not display the
relations sub-menu

• OMDS-788: Class preview: Cannot easily rearrange preview attributes order

• OMDS-783: Report history: There is an extra } in the report history ID preview

• OMDS-801: Remove wikidata fields frommetadata property from the default DocumentAnnotation
definition

• OMDS-802: Fix typo in co-occurrence report type

6.3 Ontotext Metadata Studio 3.0.0

Released: 7 September 2022

6.3.1 Component Versions

GraphDB Keycloak Kubernetes
9.11.1 18.0.x 1.24.x

Note: GraphDB version 9.11.1 is required due to the Text Mining Plugin dependency.

Helm Chart components are tested with Kubernetes version 1.24.x.

You can find a list with all external dependencies here.
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6.3.2 New Features

• Create projects to organize your corpora

• Create corpora to organize your documents per use case

• Define custom document types and visualize their properties

• Create new documents from the predefined document types

• Define custom Concepts, Inline, and Document annotations, as well as Relations between anno-
tations

• Integrate with some of the most popular text analysis services, e.g., Ontotext Tag, spaCy, Amazon
Comprehend, Google NLP, IBM Watson, etc.

• Bulk-annotate your corpora with any of these services

• Visualize annotations, concepts, and linked instances from the knowledge graph

• Produce Inter-Annotator Agreement, Label popularity, and Concept popularity reports

• Save reports and access reports history

• Identity and access management
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

DEPENDENCIES & LICENSE

What’s in this document?

• JavaScript

• Java

This page provides a list of the most important third-party dependencies that are used across the Onto-
text Metadata Studio.

7.1 JavaScript

Name License
angular The MIT License
apollo-client The MIT License
angular-jwt The MIT License
transloco The MIT License
ngx-componentdestroyed Apache License, Version 2.0
angular-split Apache License, Version 2.0
apollo-angular The MIT License
class-transformer The MIT License
graphql The MIT License
highcharts Highcharts Standard License Agreement
highcharts-angular Highcharts Angular License Agreement
lodash-es The MIT License
material-icons Apache License, Version 2.0
moment The MIT License
ngx-toastr The MIT License
primeflex The MIT License
primeicons The MIT License
primeng The MIT License
roboto-fontface Apache License, Version 2.0
rxjs Apache License, Version 2.0
tinycolor2 The MIT License
tslib BSD Zero Clause License
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https://angular.io/
https://angular.io/license
https://www.apollographql.com/docs/react/
https://github.com/apollographql/apollo-client/blob/main/LICENSE
https://github.com/auth0/angular2-jwt
https://github.com/auth0/angular2-jwt/blob/main/LICENSE
https://ngneat.github.io/transloco/
https://github.com/ngneat/transloco/blob/master/LICENSE
https://github.com/w11k/ngx-componentdestroyed#readme
https://github.com/w11k/ngx-componentdestroyed/blob/master/LICENSE
https://angular-split.github.io/
https://github.com/angular-split/angular-split/blob/main/LICENSE
https://apollo-angular.com/
https://github.com/kamilkisiela/apollo-angular/blob/master/LICENSE
https://github.com/typestack/class-transformer#readme
https://github.com/typestack/class-transformer/blob/develop/LICENSE
https://github.com/graphql/graphql-js
https://github.com/graphql/graphql-js/blob/main/LICENSE
https://www.highcharts.com/
https://wp-assets.highcharts.com/www-highcharts-com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/02081809/Highsoft-Standard-License-Agreement-14.1-2.pdf
https://github.com/highcharts/highcharts-angular#readme
https://github.com/highcharts/highcharts-angular/blob/master/LICENSE
https://lodash.com/
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lodash/lodash/4.17.15-npm/LICENSE
https://marella.me/material-icons/demo/
https://github.com/marella/material-icons/blob/main/LICENSE
https://momentjs.com/
https://github.com/moment/moment/blob/develop/LICENSE
https://ngx-toastr.vercel.app/
https://github.com/scttcper/ngx-toastr/blob/master/LICENSE
https://www.primefaces.org/primeflex/
https://github.com/primefaces/primeflex/blob/master/LICENSE.md
https://github.com/primefaces/primeicons#readme
https://github.com/primefaces/primeflex/blob/master/LICENSE.md
https://github.com/primefaces/primeng#readme
https://github.com/primefaces/primeicons/blob/master/LICENSE
https://github.com/choffmeister/roboto-fontface-bower
https://github.com/choffmeister/roboto-fontface-bower/blob/master/LICENSE
https://rxjs.dev/
https://github.com/ReactiveX/rxjs/blob/master/LICENSE.txt
https://github.com/bgrins/TinyColor#readme
https://github.com/bgrins/TinyColor/blob/master/LICENSE
https://www.typescriptlang.org/
https://github.com/microsoft/tslib/blob/main/LICENSE.txtE
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7.2 Java

Name License
graphql-java The MIT License
graphql-java-extended-scalars The MIT License
RDF4J: Client Libraries Eclipse Distribution License v1.0
Spring Boot Apache License, Version 2.0
Spring Context Apache License, Version 2.0
Micrometer Core Apache License, Version 2.0
Micrometer Registry StatsD Apache License, Version 2.0
Core Jackson processing abstractions (aka
Streaming API), implementation for JSON

Apache License, Version 2.0

Core annotations used for value types, used by
Jackson data binding package

Apache License, Version 2.0

Jackson Dataformat YAML Apache License, Version 2.0
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https://github.com/graphql-java/graphql-java
https://github.com/graphql-java/graphql-java/blob/master/LICENSE.md
https://github.com/graphql-java/graphql-java-extended-scalars
https://github.com/graphql-java/graphql-java-extended-scalars/blob/master/LICENSE.md
https://rdf4j.org/
https://github.com/eclipse/rdf4j/blob/3.7.6/LICENSE
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/htmlsingle/
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot/blob/v2.6.6/LICENSE.txt
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/reference/html/core.html#context-introduction
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-framework/blob/v5.3.21/LICENSE.txt
https://github.com/micrometer-metrics/micrometer
https://github.com/micrometer-metrics/micrometer/blob/1.8.x/LICENSE
https://github.com/micrometer-metrics/micrometer
https://github.com/micrometer-metrics/micrometer/blob/1.8.x/LICENSE
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core/blob/2.13/LICENSE
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-core
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-annotations/blob/2.13/LICENSE
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformat-yaml
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-dataformats-text/tree/2.13#license


CHAPTER

EIGHT

SUPPORT

What’s in this document?

• Platform Support

• GraphDB Support

8.1 Platform Support

• Email: platform-support@ontotext.com

• Sales Email: sales@ontotext.com

• General: info@ontotext.com

• US (toll free) 1-866-972-6686

• Europe +359 974 6160

8.2 GraphDB Support

• Email: graphdb-support@ontotext.com

• Twitter: @OntotextGraphDB

• GraphDB tag on Stack Overflow at https://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/graphdb
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